Roman Trier Treveri Wightman Edith Mary
weaving a roman identity: a close reading of the igel monument - social status and roman
identity within the economic framework of a larger industry. at twenty-three meters in height, the
sandstone monument of the secundinii is a testament to the development of the treveri, an ethnically
mixed tribe located in the vicinity of modern trier in southern germany (wightman 1970). book
reviews 219 - university of chicago press - roman trier and the treveri. by edith mary wightman.
new york and washington: praeger publishers, 1971. pp. 320 + frontis- piece + 24 pls.; 25 figs. + 8
maps in text. $15.00. this appears to be a careful, thorough, comprehensive effort to develop a
coherent picture of the cultural, in the widest sense, gallia belgica by edith mary wightman
(review) - wightman's reputation in the field of gallo -romanstudies is second to none. her roman trier
and the treveri (1970) broke new ground in its approach to provincial history and archaeology; and
her "rural settlement in roman gaul", a very substantial contribution to volum e 11.4 of aufstieg und
niedergang der clio the promiscuous?: an apologia from the roman provinces - 232 e.
wightman points should be made to avoid misunderstandings. first, despite rome's more advanced
material and political development, roman and gaulish (or british) societies were more similar than in
most modern examples of colonization, partly because of a long history of interÃ‚Â mittent contact. 1
second, actual immigrants from italy to the bishops of treves: an analytical list - donstonetech however, w (---) thought the emperor maximianus might himself have been of trier (no reason in any
case, the name suggests a cited; other sources call him native of sirmium, b. -250). --note that st.
athanasius was exiled at treves during connection with bp. maximianus, inf. quite likely treves was
frequently used in this cap. for dissidents from a roman tombstone from lancaster - lahs home
page - a roman tombstone from lancaster david shatter in november 2005, a team from the
university of manchester archaeological unit, working on a site at the comer of aldcliffe road and
henry street, uncovered the damaged remains of the tombstone of a roman cavalry soldier. the stone
and its roman sculpture from london and the south-east - e.m. wightman, roman trier and the
treveri (london 1970), pl. 11. review 25 awdd 27 11/02/2015 14:51. 28 29 roman sculpture from
london and the south-east figure 1 a temple dedicated to mithras was built beside the walbrook, city
of london, in the mid 3rd century ad. it was rededicated to bacchus in the early 4th the consular
museofflavius constantius - 1969, nos. 2023-49. forromantrier, see e.m. wightman, roman trier
mid the treveri, london, 1970. for an excellent map of trier in the late 19th century, at the time of the
discovery of the ivory, see pl. 12 which accompanies h. lehner, "die romische stadtbefestigung von
trier," westdeutsche zeitschrift fur geschichte und kunst, xv, 1896, 211-66. as
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